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Gally aura marqué son monde. Elle voulait une
justification à ses faits d'armes. Elle voulait une raison à
sa vie. Quel fruits aura-t-elle tirés d'avoir défié sans cesse
l'univers tout entier ?
The curse of the bloodworm is what keeps Manji alive —
slit his throat or stab him in the heart and those mystical
worms will force his body to heal. This immortal curse
will not be lifted until Manji has killed one thousand evil
men. Manji's female companion, Rin, finds the treasured
sword of her destroyed Mutenichi-ryu dojo (school of
swordsmanship). The ronin who has it must have been
involved in the destruction of the school — and that means
that Manji could be one step closer to ending his curse. If
you like ninja action, Hiroaki Samura's Blade of the
Immortal will keep you on edge.
Alita works as a bounty hunter in the hopes that she'll find
her true self through the crucible of battle. One day, she
meets a boy named Yugo who dreams of visiting Zalem,
the city in the clouds, and finds herself drawn to his
yearning nature. But there is a secret side to Yugo that
she cannot fathom... The "Yugo" arc is beloved within the
series for its delicate depiction of a heart in love and the
shocking unpredictability of its conclusion!
The cyber-martial arts saga that has spanned a solar
system and over two decades in print returns, with creator
Yukito Kishiro's new sequel that reveals the true story of
Alita's childhood on Mars, and the mind-bending
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adventures that still await her... For centuries, war has
raged on the dusty, red surface of Mars. This apocalyptic
crucible will produce the solar system's most fearsome
warrior, Alita. But for now that warrior is just a little girl
named Yoko. The future and past of the battle angel fan
out across the reaches of space in the final chapter of one
of the greatest sci-fi epics of all time!
Goblin Slayer: Brand New Day
Levius
Battle Angel Alita Mars Chronicle 3
Angel cake. 11
One Dragon Ball fan's dream of being reincarnated in
the Dragon Ball world turns into a nightmare when
he's actually reborn as everyone's favorite punching
bag. A Dragon Ball fan’s greatest dream is getting to
live in the Dragon Ball universe and fight alongside
Goku and his friends! But one particular fan is in for a
rude awakening when he suddenly dies and gets
reincarnated as everyone’s favorite punching bag,
Yamcha! A Japanese high school student is on his way
to a Dragon Ball event and makes a detour to hit on a
cute girl. Unfortunately, he meets with an unfortunate
and fatal accident before he reaches her and, to his
great surprise, wakes up in the Dragon Ball universe
as Yamcha! Being a Dragon Ball fan, he knows exactly
what misery awaits him as Yamcha, so he takes
matters into his own hands and vows to make Yamcha
the strongest Dragon Ball character ever!
Reads R to L (Japanese Style).
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A FIREFIGHT ACROSS THE GENERATION GAP!
Nanotechnology made humanity immortal, and the
resulting population explosion pushed the Solar
System’s resources to the breaking point. As a result,
new births are banned and even the planets’ disparate
governments cooperate to annihilate any children
already born. With the tournament looming, Alita and
her comrades find themselves caught between a
spacefaring refuge for young innocents and a
bloodthirsty mob intent on killing the children for
sport!
When you were created as a tool of a
megacorporation, can you ever escape its grip? Juzo
hasn’t got an answer to that question just yet, but he’s
determined to live his life for himself. Too bad for Juzo
that the agents of Berühren have other ideas. A man
claiming to be Tetsuro’s brother wants to test a new
version of Berühren’s Harmony device, and Juzo and
Tetsuro are the guinea pigs. Survival means Juzo will
need to unleash his full capabilities as a Gun Slave
Unit, but this time that might not be enough... -- VIZ
Media
Battle Angel Alita, Vol. 5
Battle Angel Alita
Tokyo Ghoul:re Illustrations: zakki
Angel Of Redemption

Gally et ses compagnons envisagent diversement le futur,
alors que se profile la finale du ZOTT qui décidera du destin
de Zalem et Kuzutetsu. Mais un terrible sort frappe Zazie qui
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participait au tournoi sur ordre de la reine de Mars : dans son
corps se trouve une bombe à retardement. Que va-t-elle
devenir ?! De son côté, quel est l'ultime coup que s'apprête à
jouer Aga M'Badi pour prendre le contrôle total de l'univers ?
Reads R to L (Japanese Style). The fate of entire worlds and
peoples is at stake as teams of bizarre life-forms prepare for
the barbaric Z.O.T. Tournament finals! Then Alita's friend
Zazie arrives in need of a literal disarming. And who will
prevail when Hitechnolat Minister and LADDER Assistant
Chairman Mbadi and Alita finally have their showdown? While
lovely cyborg Alita's friends and allies battle real, personal,
and existential demons in a usually fatal sports tournament,
she embarks on a quest to rescue her friend Lou's brain from
enslavement as a component in a massive computer. On her
journey, Alita discovers the secrets of both the
post--apocalyptic Scrapyard and the Utopian city of
Tiphares... Finally, the full story of Alita's first life is revealed!
Unfortunately, it might be better not to know the truth about
your past when you're the one responsible for the horror of
everyone else's present!
Beautiful battle angel Alita's adventures continue as she
awakens in a new cyborg body and encounters a world filled
with bizarre and tormented characters.
After Daisuke Ido discovers the head of a cyborg in a trash
dump, he reconstructs her body and names her Alita.
ASHIDAKA - The Iron Hero 1
Gunnm Last Order
Gunnm Mars Chronicle
Battle Angel Alita: Last Order

In a remote town dwells a man single-mindedly devoted
to the slaughter of goblins-a man known as Goblin
Slayer. However, this grim crusader isn't the only one
living an adventure-filled life! There are many who cross
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his path, like the rookie warrior and apprentice cleric who
(though a bit put off by him) seek out Goblin Slayer's
advice or the waitress on a mission to get him to eat her
tavern's food...not to mention the goblins themselves,
lying in wait in their nest. They all have their own stories
to tell!
A full-color art book showcasing the terrific and terrifying
work of Sui Ishida, creator of the hit manga and anime
Tokyo Ghoul and Tokyo Ghoul:re. A full-color art book
showcasing creator Sui Ishida’s incredible work on Tokyo
Ghoul :re, the best-selling sequel series to the hit manga
and anime Tokyo Ghoul. Tokyo Ghoul:re Illustrations:
zakki features artwork and behind-the-scenes notes,
commentary and a Q&A from Tokyo Ghoul creator Sui
Ishida. Discover the creative process behind the popular
series in gloriously ghoulish full color.
This volume contains four manga short stories by Alita
creator Yukito Kishiro, first published in Japan from 1997
to 2006- *Holy Night *Supersonic Fingers *Homecoming
*Barjack RhapsodyPlus exclusive bonus material!
Elle volera le cerveau de Lou et gagnera le Zenith of
Things Tournament en même temps ! Et pour cela, Gally
se lance à corps perdu dans une mission d'infiltration de
Jéru. Devant elle s'interpose son ancien instructeur de
Panzerkunst, Zweic. La vérité choquante qu'il détient lui
permettra-t-elle enfin de concilier les mémoires de Gally
et Yoko ?
Jessica Jones
Tears of an Angel
Blade of the Immortal Volume 2: Cry of the Worm
Battle Angel Alita 1 (Paperback)
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Zalem has created replicas of Alita to serve as its secret
weapon in quelling the Barjack Rebellion--and their final
test is to destroy the original! Stunned and disoriented,
Alita easily falls in battle. Meanwhile, Kaos wages a
solitary battle against his own past and father, Desty
Nova, and Den readies a giant railway gun that can shoot
down Zalem. How will these three battles intertwine, and
what will their resolution bring?!
D'où vient Yoko ? L'homme qui détient les secrets de sa
naissance nous les révèle ! La passation de pouvoir de
Cydonia se déroule à l'occasion d'une cérémonie
d'intronisation. Celle qui allait recevoir toutes ces
prérogatives était une petite enfant, notre Yoko. Le récit
de la Yoko du passé préfigure celui de la Gally à venir. Le
secret de sa naissance va enfin être dévoilé !
Second year high school student Rakuro Hizutome is
interested in one thing only: finding "shitty games" and
beating the crap out of them. His gaming skills are second
to none, and no game is too bad for him to enjoy. So when
he's introduced to the new VR game Shangri-La Frontier,
he does what he does best—min-maxes and skips the
prologue to jump straight into the action. But can even an
expert gamer like Rakuro discover all the secrets that
Shangri-La Frontier hides...?
YOKO’S TRUTH Alita and Erica escape Gillatin
unscathed, but end up in the hands of Duke Marquis, who
intends to install Alita as the new Lady of Cydonia for his
own nefarious purposes. But a hitch in the Ritual of
Succession unfolds into a shocking revelation as the secret
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origin of Yoko, the girl who will one day become Alita, is
revealed at last!
Battle Angel Alita 8
Last Order Omnibus 2
Last order. Angel redux
Shangri-La Frontier 1
As society rises from the ashes of war, cybernetically
augmented arena fighters battle for fame and fortune…or die
trying. It’s the 19th century, and the world has entered the
Era of Rebirth, recovering from the devastating flames of
war. The sport of mechanical martial arts has galvanized the
nations. Cybernetically augmented fighters turn their blood
into steam and their bodies into brutal fighting—and
killing—machines. Young Levius is one of those arena
battlers, hell-bent on winning in order to simply survive.
Contents- Out of blue sky; Iron Maiden; Rainy days; Bitter
dreams; Beyond the clouds.
Kajiwan’s overreaching ambition ended in failure, and the
weather-regulating satellite Ume crashed out of orbit.
Etherow, who had held on to a sliver of hope that he could
defeat Emperor Nichiko Suou, was badly injured and left
barely clinging to life when Ume crashed to the surface. In
the aftermath of Ume’s crash, the Northern Composite
Slab Region grows ever colder, and a new energy begins to
rise…
Own the manga thrill ride that changed global comics and
inspired the James Cameron and Robert Rodriguez's
cyberpunk action film Alita: Battle Angel! This new
paperback edition features an updated translation in six
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affordable, 300-page volumes. In a dump in the lawless
settlement of Scrapyard, far beneath the mysterious space
city of Zalem, disgraced cyber-doctor Daisuke Ido makes a
strange find: the detached head of a cyborg woman who has
lost all her memories. He names her Alita and equips her
with a powerful new body, the Berserker. While Alita
remembers no details of her former life, a moment of
desperation reawakens in her nerves the legendary school of
martial arts known as Panzer Kunst. In a place where there is
no justice but what people make for themselves, Alita
decides to become a hunter-killer, tracking down and taking
out those who prey on the weak. But can she hold onto her
humanity as she begins to revel in her own bloodlust?
Battle Angel Alita Holy Night And Other Stories
Edition originale
A Battle Angel Alita Graphic Novel
Akané est dans une position délicate :
l'examen de natation a lieu la semaine
prochaine, mais elle ne sait pas nager. Bien
résolue à résoudre ce problème, elle va faire
appel à un surprenant maître-nageur : le
proviseur ! Mais c'est sans compter sans les
interventions de Ranma...
Edition originale
Collects Alias #1-9.
In a world where everyone bears metal arms, a
demon bearing a hundred pairs of metal arms
threatens total destruction on the world and
everyone who lives within it. But even in the
face of total hopelessness, a group of
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warriors is ready to tackle this desperate
challenge! A boy named Ashidaka, with two
pairs of metal arms of his own, gathers his
companions for the sacred war to come...
Angel Eternal
Battle Angel Alita: Last Order Omnibus
Alias Vol. 1
Battle Angel Alita: Last Order, Vol. 3

Elle m'a déjà tuée une fois ! Lors du premier tour
du tournoi du Zenith of Things, Gally et ses amis
livrent un combat âpre face à la crèche
combattante du Guntroll. Qui est donc la
mystérieuse Caerulea, leur capitaine n'ayant subi
aucune transformation cyborg ? Alors qu'elle se
présente face à elle, une terreur indescriptible
s'empare de Gally. Et un fragment de sa mémoire
lui revient...
Alita is close to recovering her friend's brain, but
not before she is greeted by Mbadi and a
duplicitous Desty Nova doppelganger.
Scatterbrained Takara Takarada is an
undiscovered genius actor who fully embodies
every character he plays— but this genius can
only be brought forth by his best friend and fellow
actor, Yuuji Kamojima, who cares for Takara even
as he envies him for his innate talent. With Yuuji's
guidance, Takara manages to deliver a knockout
performance for his first television role. But when
the two of them audition for the same role in a
film by an esteemed director, new fault lines are
exposed in their relationship. As a newcomer to
the world of television crews and movie stars,
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Takara's passive ambitions begin to stir, even as
his continued dependence on Yuuji creates
problems on the set. Meanwhile, Yuuji keeps
covering for Takara's weaknesses... How long will
he be content to stay in the shadow of his best
friend?
No Guns Life, Vol. 7
Battle Angel Alita: Last Order Omnibus 4
APOSIMZ 5
Battle Angel Alita Mars Chronicle 6
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